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Instructions for teachers and facilitators
As we all are very well aware about the fact that owing to the outbreak of Covid-19
virus and pandemic, the schools were formally almost closed during the last two academic
year and the actual classroom teaching and learning could not take place. In the current
academic year, however, schools will restart regularly. During the last academic year, various
efforts had been made by the state government to impart education to the students through
both online and offline modes.
As a part of this, the Revised Bridge Course was prepared by the State Council of
Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune with the dual objective of revision of
students’ study and the pre-preparation of student to undergo the syllabus for the new
academic year. It has been decided to give the available bridge course to the students in a
restructured form before the start of the academic year 2022-23.
The following are the detailed instructions for teachers and facilitators in this regard.
1. The bridge course in the restructured format has a total duration of 30 days.
2. Restructured Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) is based on previous syllabus and is a link
between previous syllabus and current syllabus.
3. Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) has been prepared in a reorganized form, class wise. It deals
with the learning outcomes and basic competencies prescribed in the previous class textbook
and based on the components of the textbook.
4. This restructured and reorganized Bridge Course includes component and sub-component
wise worksheets. The worksheets have been prepared keeping in view the study findings.
5. The structure of Bridge Course worksheet in restructured form is as follows
1 - Title of the unit,
2 - Learning Outcome- Exactly what the student is going to learn.
3 - Learning Activities / Learning Experience
4 - The Solved Activities
5 - Some Examples for Practice, Few questions / activities / exercises to be given to
see that students understand the concept or not.
6 - For a better and stronger understanding of the concept Complementary and
parallel activities
6. This course will be very important for the students to understand exactly what they have
learned in the previous academic year, to test it and for the students to understand the
curriculum for the next class.
7. Teachers and / facilitators should make every student to learn and study this Bridge course
as per day wise plan.
8. Pay attention to the fact that the student will solve each task in a given worksheet on his /
her own, help the students wherever necessary.
9. Research Department, SCERT, Maharashtra, Pune will be conducting Pre and Post test for
the said Bridge Course.

Best wishes to all the children for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!

Instructions for Students
Dear students, due to pandemic, for the last two academic years you continued
your learning and education through online and in various digital modes. This
Revised Bridge Course has been prepared for you with the objective of reviewing the
previous year's syllabus at the beginning of the present academic year and helping
you to prepare for the current year's syllabus.
1. The bridge course lasts for a total of 30 days.
2. The bridge course will help you to understand exactly what you have learned in the
previous academic year and to understand the important concepts of the syllabus for
the next class.
3. This bridge course should be studied on a day-to-day basis.
4. It consists of day-to-day worksheets. You are expected to solve the worksheet on
your own as per the given plan.
5. Seek the help of a teacher, parent or siblings wherever required for solving the
worksheet.
6. Seek the help of teachers, parents or siblings to understand the part that is not
understood or seems difficult.
Best wishes to you all for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!
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Day:1
Learning Outcomes: (5.17.01)
Answers coherently in written or oral form to the questions in English based on day to day life
experience.

Learning Activity
‘A Concept Map’
A concept map is a diagram or graphical tool that usually represents the relationship between
concepts and ideas. A teacher/facilitator will write a concept on a blackboard / screen in
square/circle and ask them to tell some words (ideas) related to concept. The students will try to
answer orally if they are familiar with the concept.

Solved / Demo Activity
A concept is written in the middle and you all are going to find out the related words to that
concept/main word. You also have to form small sentences.
Activity : 1.

Concept : Plant
Ideas : stem, root, flowers, leaves

Activity 2. Small Sentences :
1. Plant has a stem.

2.

Plant has roots.

3. Plant has flowers.

4.

Plant has leaves.

Activity 3 :Concept – School
Ideas : benches, uniform, games,teachers, headmaster, book, notebook,bell,
Ask the learners to add more words.

Practice:A list is given below regarding the concept – Face.
Some words are related and some are not. Guess the proper related words and write them down.
(Stomach, mouth, shoulder, nose, chin, heart, wrist, toe, lip, teeth, cheek, eyelash,eyebrow,etc.)
Extension Activity
Use various concepts regarding their day-to-day life. Ask them to collect much more ideas regarding
the concept and ideas. Practice it once a week. You can arrange a game for this activity.

Day : 2
Learning outcome
(05.17.11) Write small paragraphs in English from verbal, visual clues with appropriate punctuation
marks. Write a continuous and meaningful passage
Learning Activity Activity: My School
1.Show the learners, labeled pictures of a school.
2.Student will observe the picture and read the labeled words and think about more related words.
3.Student will complete the sentences by using proper words or phrases.
4.Write the sentences in proper order to make a short paragraph on “My School".

Solved Activity

● Name of the school…Janata School

Labelled picture of a school and
supporting words

● spacious
● huge playground.
● kind and loving teachers
● new activities
● good and studious friends,
make fun
● located- at the center of village
or town
● beautiful (building)
● 40 teachers.

Janta School

Incomplete sentences:
●My school has (spacious) buildings.
●I love my school because we learn (new activities) every day.
●The building of my school is very (beautiful)
●My school name is (Janata School)

Practice
Observe the above picture and labels. Complete the following sentences.
● There are ……. ,……. teachers.
● They are ……...and ………
● I have many ……. friends. We play together and …….
● It is located ……….
● I love my school ………
Extension Activity - Write a short paragraph on my village/town/city/garden etc.

Day: 3
Learning outcome
5.17.12, 5.17.23 Writes a description of a given process. Writes a short biography or autobiography
of a thing, object or person of their choice

Learning Activity
Story writing
Arrange the proper sequence of incidents happening in the story.
The cunning wolf
-The clever wolf told the goat that he was drinking the sweet water there.
-The silly goat was left in the well
-The goat was silly
-The clever wolf jumped on the goat back and got out of the well.
-Goat wanted to know what the wolf was doing in the well
-A goat saw the wolf in the well
-Goat jumped into the well.
-He asked the goat to come down to drink some water

Solved Activity
The cunning wolf
A goat saw the wolf in the well.Goat wanted to know what the wolf was doing in the well.The
clever wolf told the goat that he was drinking the sweet water there.Wolf asked the goat to come down
to drink some sweet water. The goat was silly. Goat jumped in the well.The clever wolf jumped on the
goat back and got out of the well.The silly goat was left in the well.

Practice: Read the story and rewrite it.
The Fox and The Crow
A Fox once saw a Crow fly off with a piece of cheese in its beak and settle on a branch of a tree.
The fox walked up to the foot of the tree. "Good day, Mistress Crow," he cried. "How well you are
looking today: how glossy your feathers; how bright your eyes.
I feel sure your voice must surpass that of other birds, just as your figure does; let me hear but one
song from you that I may greet you as the Queen of Birds."
The Crow lifted up her head and began to caw her best, but the moment she opened her mouth the
piece of cheese fell to the ground, only to be snapped up by the Fox. The crow was sad.

Extension Activity: Write the story in your mother tongue

Day:4
Learning outcome 5.17.23 Writes a description of a given process.
Learning Activity
Watch the given picture carefully and write the events in it.

Solved Activity
For example actions - flying, grazing, walking
1) The man is walking after a bull.
2) The cow is grazing.
3) The birds are flying in the sky.

Practice Activity :1) Write the action words for actions happening at your home/class.
2) Write the sentences by using appropriate action words.
Extension Activity:
1.Find out 10 action words from the textbook
2.Write 10 sentences by using action words.

9

Day:5
Learning outcome 5.17.03 -Recites poems with proper rhythm.
Learning Activity
-Read the given poem loudly with proper pronunciation and recite it.
A Birthday Poem
Just past dawn, the sun stands
with its heavy redhead
in a black stanchion of trees,
waiting for someone to come
with his bucket
for the foamy white light,
and then a long day in the pasture.
I too spend my days grazing,
feasting on every green moment
till darkness calls,
and with the others
I walk away into the night,
swinging the little tin bell
of my name.
(source-Internet)

Practice Activity
Watch the given poem (Where Go the Boats) on the internetand recite it.
Extension Activity :
Read the poem given in your textbook and try to compose a short poem.

Day:6
Learning outcome
(05.17.03) Recites poems with proper rhythm and pronunciation and share games with peers and
family members.

Learning Activity
Compose a short poem on given pictures.

Solved Activity
Flower, Star, Sun, Mango
(Teacher plays sound recorder)

Practice
1) Note down these words in your notebook.
2) Tell the words to your friends.
3) Make a list of some more words from others and practice them many times.
4) Watch videos and practice pronunciation of words.
5) Compare your voice with an online mobile dictionary.
Extension Activity:
Complete the following sentences by putting proper words and practice their sounds.
1.Bat is flat.
3.Temple is………..
5. Star is………
7.Mango is ………..

2. Ball is ………………
4.Flowers are………..
6.The Sun is ………

Listen to some more words,learn and practice its sound.

Day 7
Learning outcome
(05.17.14) Recites poems /songs with proper rhythm and pronunciation.

Learning activity
POEM
-Here, the teacher asks the children to say loudly the same colour word pairs at once from the poem.
-Which words create rhythm in the poem?
-List the names of months from the poem.
Cuckoo, cuckoo,
What do you do?
In April
I open my bill;
In may
I sing all day;
In June
I change my tune;
In July
Away I fly;
In August
Go, go I must.

Solved activity
1) The children say colourful words loudly.
2) Cuckoo-do, April-bill,
3)

May-day, June-tune,

July-fly, August-must.
4) April, May, June, July, August.

Practice
See a pair of word cards of similar sound and say loudly

DONKEY
MONKEY

WAY
DAY

SEE
ME

Extension Activity:
1.Use the words shown in the picture cards and make small sentences
2.Collect such rhyming words from the poem and use them in your practice.

Day 8
Learning outcome :(5.17.14) Recites /sings some poems/songs with action.
Learning activity
● Read the poem loudly with gestures.
POEM
Once I saw a little bird
Come hop, hop, hop
I cried , ‘ little bird
Will you stop, stop, stop

Solved activity
Read the above poem and write repeated words.
- little bird
- hop, hop, hop
- stop ,stop ,stop

Practice
1.Collect such more action words from various poems and practice
2.Say words loudly while doing actions.
3.Watch YouTubevideos and copy actions
4.Make videos of your words saying and actions.
5. Do this activity with your friends.
6.
Practice alone or with peers

Extension Activity : Read the following tongue twisters and act alike.
1. Scream,you scream,we all scream for ice-cream.
2.A sailor went to the sea to see what he could see. But what could he see was sea,
sea, sea!

Day 9
Learning outcome 5.17.17 Attempts to write stories creatively.
Learning Activity :Write a story by using the given pictures

Solved Activity
For eg.

The parrot.
This is a Parrot. Its name is Mitthu.
Its colour is green.It eats green chilies and guava.
The parrot lives on the tree.It`s sound is so sweet.

Practice
1) Write a story in your notebook.
2) Collect some other sentences fromyour friends.
Extension Activity: Write stories about each of the following.
(T.V., Mobile,book,pen,tree)

Day 10
Learning outcomes 5.17.24 Writes various types of informal letters.
Learning Activity: Informal letters
points
-Inviting a friend for a birthday.
-Asking sorry or apologize to someone
-Congratulating a friend for his success
-seeking permission from parents.
Now complete the following letter.
Write a letter to your friend about a poem compilation activity in your class.
Dear Anu,
Thanks for your letter, …………..
Next week, we have…………….. Can you suggest a good poem?
Please ………………... Convey ………………….
love to your sister,
Yours lovingly,
Shital

Solved Activity
Dear Anu,
Thanks for your letter, for telling me about the cartoon movie Toy story.
Next week, we have a poem compilation activity in our class. Can you suggest a good poem?
Please write to me soon. Convey my regards to your parents and love to your sister,
Yours lovingly,
Shital

Practice
Write a letter to your best friend inviting him/her to your birthday celebration
Extension Activity :
Collect letters on different topics and persons.
Describe how to write a letter.

Day 11
Learning Outcomes:
5.17.5 Reads for pleasure independently. Englishstorybooks, news et headlines, advertisements
etc. without difficulty.
5.17.8 Reads silently with comprehension, write events in logical order.
5.17.22 Reads announcements in a clear, audible voice, with proper pronunciation

Learning Activity
1.What is the name of your friend?
-------------------------------------------------------2.What is Radhika’s hobby ?
---------------------------------------------------------3.Where does your friend live?
--------------------------------------------------------4.What is her favourite subject?
-------------------------------------------------------5. What does she want to learn?
-------------------------------------------------------

Solved Activity
Smita’s profile.
Favourite teacher : Miss Shobha
My Favourite Subject : Science
I want to become : A doctor
Name : SmitaKapse
School name : Practice school, Lonikalbhor
Friends name : Sumit

Practice
Prepare your own profile.
Extension Activity :
Find your favourite cricketer’s/actor’s etc.profile and write them in your diary/notebook

Day 12
Learning Outcomes
5.17.5 Reads for pleasure independently. English storybooks, news et headlines, advertisements
etc. without difficulty.
5.17.8 Reads silently with comprehension, write events in logical order.
5.17.22 Reads announcementsin a clear, audible voice, with proper pronunciation

Learning Activity

Solved Activity
Write the phrases given in the activity and read the phrases again and again.
A flight of birds.

A flock of geese.

A grove of trees.

Practice Activity
Search the phrases from textbook and write in your notebook.
Read those phrases with proper pronunciation and stress.
Extension Activity : Ask the students to collect such types of words and phrases.

Day 13
Learning Outcomes 5.17.22 Reads announcements in a clear, audible voice, with proper
pronunciation
5.17.8 Reads silently with comprehension, write events in logical order

Learning Activity
The school has organized a Story-telling Competition for Classes V, VI and VII from 21st to 25th of
June. The competition will be held in the school hall at 10 a.m.in the morning.
Children may select 1. A Fable
2. A True Story
3. A Funny Story
4, A Folk-Tale
5. A Fairy-Tale
Three prizes will be given for each category.
The time limit is 3 to 5 minutes. Those who wish to participate may contact Mrs. SanjanaMohite for
other details.
They must register their names with her before the 16 th of June.
Read the announcement and answer the questions.
1.What is the announcement about?................................................................................
2. On which date will the competition be held? ..............................................................
3. How many categories are finalized for the competition?
4.What is the time limit for the competition?
5.To whom do you register your names for the competition?
Teachers may ask many more such types of questions to get to know the students’ understanding of the
announcement.

Solved Activity
E.g. How many categories are finalized for the competition?

Ans: There are five categories for the competition

Practice Activity :
Ask the students to read the announcements again and write the answers in their notebook.

Extension Activity :
Ask the students to collect such types of announcement and try to understand the words and
their pronunciation properly.

Day 14
Learning outcome 5.17.07 Uses antonyms given in the textbook.
Learning Activity: Match the pairs of antonyms properly:

Solved Activity
Match the pairs of antonyms properly. Check if you have done correctly with the help of the last
column.
A group

B group

Matched pairs

Small

cold

small - big

Hot

hard

hot - cold

Clean

big

clean - dirty

soft

dirty

soft - hard

Practice:
1. Find out seven pairs of words which are opposite in meaning from the words given below.
One is done for you.
fat
long

drink
big

young
old

small
good

short
wrong

eat

right bad

thin

2. Write the above pairs of antonyms in your notebook neatly.

Extension Activity :
1.Write the anonyms of the following words.
2. Use any four words in sentences of your own.
I.e. big * small
There is a big tree
A small bird is on the tree.
1.Happy *
2. Black *
3.Raw *
4.New *

Day 15
Learning outcome 5.17.07 Uses synonyms given in the textbook.
Learning Activity
Activity No-1 Choose the correct synonyms of the given words.
2.Big
(long , little , large )
4.Shut
( close , open , move )
6 Cry
( speak , tell , weep )
8.Angry
( annoyed, happy , sad )

1.Advantage
( loss , benefit , disadvantage)
3.Broad
( narrow, short , wide )
5.Bold
( scary , brave , calm)
7.Certain
( Perfect , sure , good )
9.End (finish, sure, good)
10.Build
( Set , construct , break )

Solved Activity
Set of Synonyms
Big - large
Cry - weep
Broad - wide
Complete - finish

Shut- close
Advantage- benefit
Certain - Sure

Practice
Match the pairs of correct synonyms.
A

B

1.Good.
2. Pretty.
3. Arrive.
4. Certainly
5 .End
6. Build.

come
Construct
Fine
Finish
Sure
Beautiful

Extension Activity :
Find out some more synonyms from your textbook.

Day 16
Learning outcome 5.17.07 Uses synonyms given in the textbook.
Learning Activity: Match the pairs ..
Old -

Choose

Start -.Happy

Speak -

Under -

Single

Unhappy

Angry -

Correct

One -

Glad -

Talk

True -

Sad -

Baby

Keep -

Hard

Easy -

beautiful

Difficult -

Close

Mistake -

Ancient

Infant -

Quick

Pretty -

Begin

Damage -

annoyed

Near -

Below

Select -.

Fast -

Hold
Simple

Error

Hurt

Solved Activity
Match the pairs of synonyms.
A
Old
Start
Under
Angry
One
Glad
True
Sad
Keep
Easy
Difficult
Talk
Infant
Mistake
Pretty
Damage
Close
Select
Fast

B
Ancient
Begin
Below
Annoyed
Single
Happy
Correct
Unhappy
Hold
Simple
Hard
speak
Baby
Error
Beautiful
Hurt
Near
Choose
Quick

Practice Activity:
Fill in the blanks from the given words into the bracket.
1. Radha is a ----- girl. (pretty )
2. ------ this flower in your hand. ( keep )
3. Don't ----------- my plant. ( hurt )
4. The temperature is ------ zero degree Celsius. ( under )
5. My school --------- at 10:00 o'clock. ( start )

Extension Activity
Find synonyms by using any source. Eg internet, dictionary, textbook etc.

Day 17
LEARNING OUTCOMES (05.17..02) Gives appropriate oral and written responses in various
contexts

Learning Activity
Activity- Use the different pictures for the activity.
Show these pictures of places to the learners and ask them to answer orally. If they are not able to
answer , give them clues to find out the answers.
Make or draw your pictures/flash cards.

Solved / Demo Activity
Find/Tell the correct place by using the correct word from the bracket.
[School, Temple, Grove, Bakery]
1.
2.
3.
4.

A place where Hindu people go to worship Temple.
A place where we go to learn School.
A place full of trees Grove.
A place where you can get bread, cakes etc. Bakery

Practice Work: Activity - True / false
The ant and dove
Read the sentences carefully and decide if they are true or false.
If the sentence is false, you should correct it.
The ant was going to a party. True / false
-------------------------------------------------The ant wanted to swim in the river. True / False
----------------------------------------------------------The dove helped the ant using branch and leaf True / False
--------------------------------------------------------------------The dove made fun of the ant.
True / False
--------------------------------------------------------The next day the dove was in trouble. True / False
--------------------------------------------------The dove was in trouble and the ant helped it. True / False
----------------------------------------------------

Extension Activity
-Read some more stories having the various places, things , people etc.

Day 18
LEARNING OUTCOMES (05.17.02) Gives the appropriate oral and written responses in various
contexts.

Learning Activity: Dictionary Skill for Simple Vocabulary games’
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In this activity, the teacher will write a set of words.
There will be 4 to 5 rows.
Ask learners to read all the words silently and carefully.
Ask to use their dictionary to find out the meaning of the words.
Ask them to find the types of words (Noun, Verb). Write N for nouns and V for verbs.
You can also play the alphabetical order game to make it more interesting among learners.

Solved/ Demo Activity
Activity 1. Dictionary skill for alphabetical game
Put the words in each row in alphabetical order
1. Book ,boy, brown, biscuit, ball
Ans :Ball,Biscuit, Book,Boy, Brown.
2. Frog, Fish,Farmer, Father, Friend
Ans : Farmer, Father, Fish, Friend, Frog.
3. Cab, clove, clean, cat, camel
Ans. : Cab, Camel, Cat, clean, Clove
4. Steam, chop, Mix, grate, Boil
Ans. : Boil, Chop, Grate, Mix , Steam

Activity 2.: Now classify /divide all the above words in the following table of Noun and Verb

Noun

Verb

Book, boy, brown,

Clean, boil, steam,

Fish, camel, cat,

Chop, Mix clean

Practice Work
Activities for Practice –
Read the words in a row. Arrange them in alphabetical order.
Also try to guess and then find the meaning of all these words from a standard dictionary or online
dictionary.
1. Pear, Peach, Potato, Plum
Ans. …….., ………., ………, ……….
2.Dolphin, Kangaroo, Whale, Octopus
Ans. ……….., ………., …………, …………

Extension Activity/ parallel activity:
Arrange such types of alphabetical games to develop dictionary Skill.

Day 19
Learning outcome 05.17.09
Writes dictation of words, phrases and sentences for different purposes such as lists, paragraphs etc.

LearningActivity
Activity: Framing sentences of like and dislikes
1.Showlearners specific sentence structure.
2.They will observe the structure and read the words on the table and think about more related
words.
3.They will frame the sentences by using proper words from the table.
4.They will write more sentences on their own.

SolvedActivity
Teaching - sentence structures: ●I like……………….
●I do not like…………….
●He likes…………….
●He does not like...

I

Like

my school.

We

do not like

my village.

You

Likes

the pen.

They

Does not like

He
She
It

the story books.
grapes.
Japan.
biscuits.
the pen.
flowers.
ice cream.
my pet cat.
my teacher.
history.

First Sentence structure
1. I like….
2. I do not like…….
3. They do not like ……...
Second Sentence structure
1.He likes….
●He likes story books.
●She likes the pencil
●It likes grapes.

2.He does not like….
He does not like story books.
She does not like the pencil.
It does not like grapes.

Write more sentences using the above table.

Practice
Observe the above table, write more sentences of the same structure. Frame short sentences of likes
and dislikes.

Extension Activity
Write a short paragraph using likes and dislikes.
Write sentences as per the given structures.

Day 20
LEARNING OUTCOMES (05.17.10)Uses various dictionaries to find out the new words .
Looks up the spelling of words in a standard dictionary.

Learning Activity
Dictionary Task- play a game with the help of a good Dictionary.

Solved / Demo Activity
Instructions –
Look at the words given below . They all are familiar words. If you find it difficult, use the dictionary.
1.

uniform

4.

note - book

7.

school

2.

country 3.office
5.

sharpener

6.eraser

Now use the above words to complete the sentences.
1.I write in my notebook.

2.My father brought me a new uniform.

3.We sharpen our pencils with …....
5.This is my ………

4.I love my……..
6.Divya erases with ………

7.My mother goes to ………

Practice Work - Now try to solve another activity.
You have to use a good bilingual (English - Marathi) dictionary.
Activity- Look at the words in the square.
(Milk, Elephant, Tiger, Mango, kitchen, peacock, Bat, Pen)
1.My mother cooks in the _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

2. _ __ _ _ _ _ __ is a beautiful bird.

3.Pappa gives me a _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

4.I write with my _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

5._ _ _ _ _ _ _is our National Animal.

6._ _ _ _ _ _ _ is a sweet fruit.

7.We must drink _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to be strong

Extension Activity
●Write all above words in your notebook.
●Find out the meanings of the words from a dictionary.
Then write down all these words alphabetically in your notebook.

Day 21
Learning outcome (05.17.11)
Writes paragraphs in English from verbal, visual clues with appropriate
punctuation marks. Writes a continuous and meaningful passage.
Learning Activity:Activity-“Writing short simple sentences”
Facilitator shows the chart to help writing short sentences.
Students will write the sentences with the help of the following chart.

I, We,
You, He,
She,
It
They

am /is /are

a boy , a girl, a doctor, doctors , a table, a player , a
teacher, teachers ,workers, my friend, my mother,
very good students, a pen, helping in studies, a
parrot etc...

Solved Activity
● Look at the chart given above and write short sentences.
Clues-

I am ……. , He/ She/ It is……… ,We/You /They are……
e.g. - I am….

a doctor.

We are ……doctors.

It is ……a parrot.
I am a boy.
We are students.
She is a girl.
They are teachers.

He is my friend.
It is a pen.
It is a table.

Practice Activity
Write more sentences using the above given clues in the chart.

Extension Activity
●Write the sentences using the singular and plural form of the Nouns.

Day 22
Learning Outcome (05.17.12)
Writes a short biography/autobiography of a thing, person or an object of their choice.

LearningActivity
Activity- “Writing An Autobiography”.
Show the sentences to write this activity. Sentences are familiar to students. They will read
and write. If they are not able to write appropriately then give them clues or use pictures if
necessary.

Solved Activity
1.Look at the following sentences and see how they are completed.
1.I am a boy….(boy/girl)
2.I'm Studying in std….. (5th,6th,7th)
3.I am good in

(studies ,playing)

4.I have a…..(brother ,sister)
5.We …… together (play, study , work)
6.We have a big…… (Playground, class)

Practice
Write many sentences looking above examples andwritea paragraph on biography or
autobiography of your friend, another person, thing or any object

ExtensionActivity
Write a paragraph of a biography of your father,uncle, thing or any object etc.

Day 23
Learning Outcomes: (5.17.04) Understands questions, requests, commands in games and sports
and acts accordingly

Learning Activity : Matching
Instruction: Read the sentences and match them with their expressions appropriately.
A)

Sentences

What is your name?

Please give me your pen.

Open the door.

B) Expressions

Request

Command

Question

Solved Activities
Read the sentences and match them with their expressions appropriately.
A) Sentences

B) Expression

Where’s Shama?

Question

Please get some food.

Request

“Stop, Stop, you wicked birds”

Command

Practice
1) Find out and write 4 questions from the book.
2) Find out and write 4 sentences of requests from the book.
3) Find out and write 4 sentences of command from the book.

Extension Activities
Watch YouTube videos with given links.
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_312604617991512064218995?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobile
%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content

Day 24
Learning Outcomes: 5.17.04 : Understands questions, requests, commands in games and sports
and acts accordingly

Learning Activity: Activity 1.
Read the questions and encircle the correct answer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A: When is the cricket game?
B: It's great. /It's on Saturday.
A: Where is my English book?
B: It's on the table. /It's from China.
A: Whose bike is this?
B: The bike is blue. / It's my uncle's bike.
A: How many friends do you have?
B: Five. /Five years old.
A: What is in your bag?
B: It's next to the desk. / There's a notebook.
A: Who is your English teacher?
B:Mr. Suresh is here./ It's Mr. Suresh

Solved Activity / Demo :
e.g. - A: When is the cricket game?
B: It's great./It's on Saturday.

Practice :
1. Prepare speaking cards of food, friend, animal, bird and hobby.
2. Take one card and answer the questions.
e.g.

Speaking card – Food
1.What is your favorite dish?
2.Why do you like it?
3.When do you eat it?
4.How often do you cook it?
Which ingredients do you need for it?

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Make a list of your daily used school materials and say one sentence about it.
I.e. Pen, Pencil, notebook, eraser etc.

Day 25
Learning Outcomes: (5.17.04) Understands questions, requests, commands in games and sports
and acts accordingly.

Learning Activities
Commands for the assembly
Teacher: Please pay attention. All the students come out from your class for the assembly.
1) Follow the instructions strictly.

2) Go to the assembly ground in a queue.

3) Line up shortest to tallest

4) Stand up straight and stand in queue

5) Do not Cross the line

6) No movements at all.

7) Late comers will make the separate Line… 8) Join your hands, close your eyes
9) Prayer starts.

10) Go back to your class.

11) Keep silent and keep discipline.
B) Now Answer the following questions.
I) Where will you listen to this announcement.
(Il) Guess who is giving this announcement.

………………………….
…………………………..

(III) What type of exhibition is in 'Art Gallery?

………………………………..

(IV)Which standard division students have been allowed today? ………………
(V) Have they given some instructions?

…………………………….

(VI) Do you like to follow instructions?

…………………………………

(VII) Do you like to visit 'Art Exhibition'?

……………………………………….

Solved Activities
e.g. - Where will you listen to this announcement?
Ans: We listen to this announcement in school

Practice

1. Read the following sentence carefully. Write if it is command or request?

Can you help me?
Please, don’t tell anyone.

Don't make so much noise.

Look at that ship

Could you show me the book

1.Listen and act
1. Jump up and down.

2. Clap your hands.

3. Raise your hands.

4. Stamp your feet.

5. Touch your nose.

6. Wave your hand.

7. Touch your toes.

8. Touch your head.

9. Turn around.

10. Stand on one foot.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement :
1.

Complete the following command.

H ……… up.

Make ……

Open ………..

2. Different role playing activities / dramatization and try to use it outside the class.

Day 26
Learning outcomes 5.17.06-02 : Frames different questions on various topics and situations
Learning Activity
1. ActivityIn the living room
2. Show learners a picture of ‘The living Room’
3. The learners will observe the picture and point out a few things they can see.
Then learners will frame ‘Wh- questions’ using the words

Solved Activity
●Pillow
●Clock, Shoes etc
●Sofa
●TV
●Laptop
●Window

1. What is the colour of the sofa?
2. Where is the newspaper?
3. What is the colour of the curtain?
4 .How many windows are there?

Practice
Observe the picture again and frame more questions

Extension Activity
●Observe the picture given below and frame ‘Wh- questions’

Day 27
Learning outcome :5.17.06 Frames different questions on various topics
Learning Activity
ActivityIn the classroom
●Show the learners a picture of a classroom
●The learners will observe the picture and will name the things in it.
Then the learners will frame ‘Wh- questions’ using the words.

Solved Activity
Observe the picture

1.
2.
3.
4.

Pool
Funfair
Train
Giant wheel

5.
6.
7.
8.

Children
Elephant
Gate
Shops

Practice
●Ask questions to your friend about the given topic.
1) Family.
2) School
3) Market

Extension Activity
Observe the picture given below and frame ‘Wh- questions’

Day 28
Learning Outcomes: (5.17.16) Writes numbers in figures as well as in words.
Learning Activity
Activity A : Magic Number
A). Write down the following figures in the words1) 81 --------------------.
2) 267 -----------------------C) Write the following numbers in figure.
1) Eighty-four --------------------------------2) Seven hundred-seven ---------------------------------B. Big Numbers
Number
100

In Words
One Hundred

1000

One Thousand

10,000

Ten Thousand

100,000

A Hundred Thousand/ One Lakh

Copy the following numbers from the chart in your notebook.
1. 100
2. 1000
3. 10,000
4. 100,000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Solved Activity
100

-- One hundred -----

Practice Activity
●

Find the mystery numbers.
1. The mystery number has …….
6 in the thousand place40
2 in the tens place

8 in the hundred place
1 in the ones place
What is the mystery number ……………
2.

The mystery number has …….
2 in the hundred place
9 in the ones place
3 in the thousand place
1 in the ten place

What is the mystery number ……………

Extension Activities
Fun With Numbers
See the chart and find out the following from the number chart and write it in words as well as in
figures.
In Figure

In Words

1.Seconds in a minute ----------------------------2. Hours in a day
-------------- ----------------3.Days in a week
----------------------------4.Years in a century -------------------------5. Half century
-------------- ----------

Day 29
Learning Outcomes: (5.17.16)

Writes numbers in figures as well as in words.

Learning Activity
Activity 1 : Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers Game

A) Complete the followingNumber

05

10

12

09

Cardinal No

Ordinal No.

Solved Activity
N0.
5

Cardinal No
Ordinal No.
-----Five-----------fifth----------

Extension Activities
Activity – What is it …
a).…..third letter of the word FRIENDS
b).……….ninth letter of the word
CLASSROOM c).……. fourth letter of the word SCHOOL d).…. fifth letter of the
word NOTEBOOK? e)………. second letter of the word TEACHERS

Day 30
LEARNING OUTCOMES
5.17.06 Frame different questions on various topics and
situations
LEARNING ACTIVITY : What is question?
It is a sentence or phrase that ask for an answer. Asking
question is an art. It helps the learners to develop their
communication skill.
There are Two types of questions.
1.WH questions-These types of questions always begin with
W/H word
2.Verbal Questions-These types of questions always begin with helping verbs/Modal
auxiliaries. They always carry the answer Yes/No
How to frame WH questions 1. When - Time (at 9 O’clock, in the morning,afternoon,evening,today,yesterday etc.)
2. Where- Place (Pune,Mumbai,Nagpur,Solapur etc.)
3. Why- Reason
4. What- object
5.How- Situation
6.Who - Person
7.Which - Things/objects
8. How many- Numbers(Countable)
9. How much- Numbers(uncountable) 10.How far/long - distance
SOLVED / DEMO ACTIVITY : A) Match to frame questions.
1) Where are you………
a) coming back?
2) Why are you…………
b) feeling now?
3) What is he……………
c) going to buy from the Mall?
4) How is she……………
d) late today?
5) When are they……….
e) going ?
Answers:
Where are you going ?
Why are you late today?
What is he going to buy from the Mall?
How is she feeling now?
When are they coming back?

PRACTICE WORK:
Choose the correct question word to frame meaningful question.
1…………..is your name?
2. ……..buys an ice cream to you?
3. ……….is your school?
4……….. do you go to school?
5……..is your favourite game?
6. ………books are on the table ?
EXTENSION ACTIVITY :
Now Complete the sentences using the correct word from the word bank.
Do

Does

Why

Where

What
How

1……….are you going ?

2………. did you reach Dubai ?

3…….are you doing?

4……..old are you ?

5…….she read a book?

6. ……you like to play cricket ?

When
Who

